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On behalf of the Oregon Speech-Language & Hearing Association (OSHA), representing 1,361 
members statewide including 987 Speech Language Pathologists, thank you for the opportunity to 
offer comments on HB 2796. 

Three states have successfully enacted music therapy licensure legislation.  On April 26, 2011, 
Governor Dalrymple of North Dakota signed into law SB 2271. This legislation created the first-ever 
music therapy license in the country through the Board of Integrative Health. Following close behind 
in the state recognition process was Nevada.  On Friday, June 3, 2011, Governor Brian Sandoval of 
Nevada signed into law SB 190. This legislation creates a music therapy license in Nevada through 
the State Board of Health.  Georgia enacted music therapy licensure legislation in May of 2012 with 
SB 414 which was signed by Governor Nathan Deal. 

Music therapy licensure proposals were considered in several states in 2012. Due to the broad scope 
of practice included in those bills—including assessment and treatment of communication disorders— 
the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA)1 opposed these proposals. ASHA 
worked closely with the Georgia state association to limit the scope in a revised bill, SB 414, which 
passed and was signed into law in May.   

OSHA is not opposed to the licensing of music therapists.  However, there is concern that the new 
legislation may lead to a blurring of the lines between the two professions, particularly since there 
appears to be some overlap that is not clearly delineated at the national level.  It is our fear that this 
lack of clarity at the national level may lead to future unintended consequences in Oregon.  We 
therefor ask for time to work with the proponents and ASHA to draft some sideboards to HB 2796 
that will provide some clear direction. 

Again, thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on behalf of OSHA. 

_______________________ 
1ASHA is the national professional, scientific, and credentialing association for more than 173,000 members and 
affiliates who are audiologists; speech-language pathologists; speech, language, and hearing scientists; 
audiology and speech-language pathology support personnel; and students. 
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